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Double Happiness Island, a project under Investment Promotion Bureau of 
Zhangzhou Development Zone, is artificial islands in the shallows filling formation. 
The Double Happiness Island is in a shape of circle with radius of 850 meters, 
covering a project planning area of about 222 hectares, in which shallow-filling land 
area of about 182 hectares. The Island is right located in a shallow beach area with 
great reclamation materials mobility and soft ground, therefore, solving the 
foundation solidity problem has become the key technical importance to the island 
project. 
The paper carries out further research on plastic drainage board pro-loading with 
dynamic compaction soft foundation treatment technology, systematically introducing 
these two foundation compaction treatment principles with references on Double 
Happiness Island project. With double guidelines of theory and practice, in depth 
study and put forward the design scheme and implementation technology of 
foundation treatment and reinforcement technology. 
Based on collected full details on project design, construction and testing, this 
paper brings all collected data to a numerical analysis on FLAC3D software. It brings 
traditional calculation in theory to numerical analysis, well illustrating project 
foundation treatment results. Meanwhile, it compares designed data to construction 
testing contents, helps to make a comprehensive evaluation on foundation compaction 
results. The analysis of project monitoring results shows that the preloading and 
plastic drainage plate and dynamic consolidation method have achieved very effective 
reinforcement effect. 
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双鱼岛整体坐落在近海滩涂上，系人工填筑形成，分为 A、B 两岛。 
先采用抛石挤淤方式和爆破挤淤方式形成外护岸和隔堤，然后 A 岛利用隔堤




漳州人工岛工程总面积为 221.67 万 m2，扣除内河道、人造沙滩、码头区占
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